Light field displays provide a natural sense of 3D visual experience through the glasses-free visualization of the content. It is enabled by the smoothness of the horizontal motion parallax, which is determined by the density of source images allocated to a given field of view. This measure is commonly known as angular resolution, and similarly to spatial resolution, has a fundamental effect on the visual experience. In this paper, we investigate how the reduction of angular and spatial resolution affect each other. Our hypothesis is that lowering spatial resolution to a certain extent does not degrade the perception of the parallax effect, in fact, it may improve it. We carried out a series of subjective tests on a real light field display to test this hypothesis, results of which are introduced in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
At the time of this paper, light field visualization is feasible, commercially available in forms of capture and display utilities, and it is already used in the industry. The continuous and immense research efforts in the area bring closer the day when this technology achieves and enters the level of mainstream multimedia consumption. Until then, much is left to be done regarding development and optimization, and much is left to be understood regarding the Quality of Experience (QoE) of light field displays. Naturally, QoE will be a deciding factor when it comes to the acceptance of this visualization technology from the perspective of the users. Services -such as multimedia streaming -designed for light field displays must take into consideration the capabilities of the Human Visual System (HVS) and the degrees of subjective tolerance should there be any degradation of quality.
The quality of a source content visualized on a light field display can be described by several measures. Source content refers to the state of the content before the display-specific conversion occurs. Although pixels cannot be defined in the visualized light field, as the light rays hit irregular positions (e.g., on the holographic screen, if the architecture employs a holographic diffuser), the source content can be characterized by spatial resolution, which is the image resolution of a single discrete view. The visualized light field can be perceived in a given angle measured from the direction of the screen, known as the field of view (FOV). The source views are converted for the given FOV of the display. It is important to note that after conversion, there are no discrete views at all, as the strength of light field displays originates from the angle-continuous visuals. Currently such displays only provide this continuity horizontally, and they are known as horizontal-only parallax (HOP) displays. In the future, if vertical parallax is supported as well, those will be full-parallax displays. The density of the source for the given FOV determines the smoothness of the horizontal motion parallax; the more views are provided to the converter, the smoother the view transition is when the observer changes position. The number of source views and the FOV together define the angular resolution, as their ratio. In case of a light field display with a 180-degree FOV [1] , if the number of source views are 360, then it means that the angular resolution is either 0.5 degree, or 2 views per degree; both notations are correct.
In case the angular resolution of the source content is insufficiently low, the smoothness of the horizontal motion parallax suffers degradations. Such visual degradations include the crosstalk effect, the appearance of discrete image borders and sudden jumps between the views. Indeed, a very low angular resolution can actually result in having separate discrete views visualized. Approached from an angle of physics and optics, even in that case, the optical engines of the light field display do not project discrete images, but the insufficient input to the converter results in the perception of such.
Again, the concept of pixels does not apply to light field visualization. This means that if the spatial resolution of the source content is reduced, there is no pixelation that is uniform across the entire scene in the plane of the display. Instead, the visualized content suffers blur. Depending on the content and the degree of resolution reduction, such blur can go unnoticed, or degrade the QoE to a specific level [2] .
Even though blur may degrade the user experience, in the world of visualization, it is not always looked at as the enemy. In conventional 2D visualization, computer games consume extra processing power in order to introduce blur and thus make the visuals more realistic. For instance, anti-aliasing is used to eliminate jagged edges (jaggies) by softly blurring them, and the depth of field method simulates the effective focus range by blurring the part of the content that should be out of focus.
In case of light field visualization, an extent of blur can be of help as well. By having a lower spatial resolution and thus introducing blur, it may soften the discrete image borders and the degradations in general that are evoked by having an insufficiently low angular resolution. Our hypothesis is that reducing the spatial resolution for visualization with disturbed horizontal motion parallax will not have a negative effect on the parallax effect, and in fact, it may even improve it. In this paper, we address this research question via a series of subjective tests, carried out on a light field display.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the relevant related work in light field visualization. Section 3 details the experimental setup of the subjective tests, followed by their results introduced in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Light field first appeared in the scientific literature in 1908, introduced in the publication of integral imaging [3] . The technology can be separated into acquisition (capture light field) and visualization (display light field). In this paper, we solely focus on the quality of the latter.
The methods of visualization quality measurements for light field displays (e.g., spatial resolution, angular resolution etc.) are defined by the International Display Measurement Standard [4] . Such measurements were carried out on light field displays by Kovacs et al. [5] [6] . As no discrete views are displayed on such displays, the angular resolution of a light field display is "determined by the minimal angle of change that rays can reproduce with respect to a single point on the screen" [5] .
The content for a light field display can be a series of 2D images, before conversion of course. This can be captured by a single pinhole camera (which either moves on a given arc around the scene, or stays in a static position and viewing angle while the scene itself rotates), an array of cameras or even by virtual cameras (rendered content). The number of views in such image set directly affects the angular resolution of the content, which is one of the leading parameters regarding perceived visual quality. In prior works of Kara et al. [7] [8], the relationship between content angular resolution and the subjective overall quality of light field visualization was studied. The findings indicate that angular resolution reduced to 1 view per degree or lower can severely degrade the user experience.
In order to compensate the loss in view density, intermediate views can be interpolated in order to increase the angular resolution and support the smoothness of the horizontal motion parallax [9] . However, interpolation can only estimate the visual content of the intermediate views, and thus inaccuracies of estimation may result in the degradation of the image quality.
The way angular resolution reduction is perceived is also affected by the observers as well. More precisely, considering only static observers may lessen the sensitivity towards the disturbances in the parallax effect [10] . Such use case scenario, in which an individual is limited to a fixed position and a given viewing angle, is viable in real life, e.g., a light field cinema.
Spatial resolution is also a determining factor of perceived quality, but as it has been explained in Section 1, in case of light field displays, its reduction leads to blur instead of pixelation. Subjective tests carried out with varying source content spatial resolution conclude that even when comparing the extremes of this quality parameter, the experienced difference can still be tolerated [2] .
Generally, researches with subjective tests on the visualization quality of light field displays are continuously emerging, together with the core technological advances of this field. Tamboli et al. [11] introduced a novel objective quality assessment metric that take the angular component of visualization into consideration as well. Adhikarla et al. [12] [13] assessed the efficiency of a live capture system and a 3D interface controlled by hand gestures. Dricot et al. [14] [19] . Kara et al. [20] compared the usability of the FOV values of light field displays and involved Willingness-to-Pay (WTP) in the research. Paudyal et al. [21] highlighted the importance of content selection for light field quality assessment.
The main motivation introduced in this paper is the dynamic adaptive streaming of light field content [22] . Similarly to the solution of dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP [23] [24] [25] , such transmission of light field data would utilize varying quality parameters in order to support playback fluency and reduce the frequency and duration of stalling events, in order to enhance user experience.
Quality parameters in this case are spatial and angular resolution. The quality switching concept only applies if the transmitted data is not converted to the specifications of the light field display. Converted light field multimedia data has a fixed size based on the duration, regardless of the quality parameters of the source. This means that a given content with significant levels of blur due to low spatial resolution and completely disturbed horizontal motion parallax due to low angular resolution has the exact same converted size as one with exceptionally high spatial and angular resolution.
However, spatial and angular resolution may affect each other, from the aspect of perceived quality. Such attribute can be used in the favor of transmission, if sending less data over the network does not degrade the overall QoE. From the possible interdependencies, in this paper, we investigate how the reduction of spatial resolution affects the perception of angular resolution. As explained earlier, a certain amount of blur caused by lowering the spatial resolution can theoretically lessen the quality disturbances originating from a low angular resolution. The experiment we designed is introduced in details in the following section.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Test Environment and Light Field Display
The subjective tests were carried out in an isolated laboratory environment. The room allocated for the tests had lighting conditions of approximately 20 lx. The light field display used for visualization during the tests was Holografika's HoloVizio C80 light field cinema system [26] [27] [28] . The holographic screen of the light field display was 3 meters wide and had a brightness of 1500 cd/m 2 . The test participants observed the visualized content 4.6 meters away from the screen, which means that the viewing distance was 2.5H, as the height of the screen was 1.85 meters. The default position of viewing was in line with the center of the screen, but test participants had to move a meter to the left and to the right during the given test cases, in order to properly perceive the smoothness of the continuous horizontal motion parallax.
Source Visual Stimuli
We rendered a total of 8 different source visual stimuli for the research (see Figure 1) . The stimuli can be clustered into 4 categories, 2 stimuli each: stimulus A and B were collections of simple shapes, C and D were mathematical bodies with high structural complexities, E and F were spatially diverse and textured objects, and G and H were laser-scanned real statues. The depth values of the source stimuli were crucial during selection, as depth plays a major role in the perception of reduced angular resolution [9] [10]. 
Test Stimuli
The test stimuli were directly rendered in the given spatial and angular resolution values, so no post-rendering transformation of any sort was necessary. We selected 3 values for each, and rendered the stimuli in all 9 combinations (see Table 1 ). The choice of spatial [2] and angular [7] [8] values was based on the findings of prior researches. The light field display was calibrated to enable a 45-degree field of view. This means that if a visual stimulus had 45 views, then it had an angular resolution of 1 view per degree.
Test Protocol
The subjective test was designed as a paired comparison, focusing on the variation of spatial resolution at given degrees of angular resolution. The test participants had to rate the smoothness of the horizontal motion parallax; the evaluation focused on the angular resolution. A seven-point comparison scale (Much Worse, Worse, Slightly worse, Same, Slightly better, Better, Much better) was chosen, based on ITU-R Rec. BT-500.13 [29] . A Degradation Category Rating (DCR) scale [30] would have been a viable choice for the test design, if the focus of the research had been the overall visual quality. However, using such a scale would have eliminated the possibility of assessing improvement in the perceived quality.
The investigated test conditions were paired in a way that only spatial resolution varied. As stated earlier, there were 3 conditions with a given angular resolution, defined by the number of views. If we take the highest number of source views (135), and pair the conditions with each other, we get 3 comparisons (1 with 4, 4 with 7 and 1 with 7). As there were 3 different angular resolution values, the total number of comparisons was 9.
Each series of comparisons (9 in total) was run on each source stimulus (8 in total), so the sum of comparisons was 72. The comparison stimuli and also the comparisons themselves were separated by 5-second blank screens, and each stimuli (144 in total) was displayed for 10 seconds. The total duration of each subjective test was approximately 45 minutes, with the training phase included. 
Test Participants
A total of 22 test participants completed the subjective tests. The average age was 31, and test participants were selected from an age interval ranging from 18 to 58. From the 22 participants 16 were male and 6 were female.
RESULTS
As the comparisons defined by the test protocol only include transitions between given spatial resolutions, we cluster the obtained results by the different angular resolutions of the stimuli, given in the number of source views.
135 source views
The obtained mean comparison scores for 135 source views (see Figure 2) show that the difference in the perceived smoothness of the continuous horizontal motion parallax when degrading from 1440 × 1080 to 1024 × 768 source spatial reso- lution is negligible. Even though a low number of test participants experienced a slight improvement regarding 3D continuity, a very similar number and extent of comparative ratings were present in the opposite scoring direction as well.
For the other two transitions between spatial resolution at this degree of angular resolution, the mean scores indicate a statistically equivalent increase. At this point, it needs to be noted that this given angular resolution (3 source views per degree) already provided an excellent level of parallax smoothness and further increase on this light field display would not have resulted in perceivable visual benefits [7] . Yet the scores show positive comparisons for these transitions, but not for the one between the highest resolutions.
We anticipated that the transition from 1440 × 1080 to 1024 × 768 source spatial resolution would receive the smallest gains, especially with high angular resolution, as such degradation is not evident to be perceived. In a prior research [2] , a similar transition of spatial resolution was not detected by approximately third of the test participants.
In general, the gain at this high angular resolution is not significant, as all statistical analyses concluded insignificance. This is also reflected in the scoring distribution (see Figure 3) , which is centered on zero difference. It is a notable fact that more than 40% of the test participants did not experience a difference during the 3 comparisons at 135 source views.
45 source views
With 45 rendered source views before conversion, the content angular resolution was 1 view per degree. It is arguable whether such angular resolution is sufficient for light field visualization or not. It heavily depends on the content, the display and the viewing conditions. Certain contents with great depth values, detailed structures and surfaces may be critically sensitive to angular resolution reduction [9] , resulting in the severe degradation of user experience (see Figure 4) . While the impact of the light field display itself is rather evident, viewing conditions are less investigated, yet they may affect the perception of the smoothness of the continuous horizontal motion parallax [10] . The mean results (see Figure 5 ) indicate higher comparison scores for the transition from 1440 × 1080 to 1024 × 768 source spatial resolution for this given angular resolution. The other transitions also received better ratings in the aspect of perceived angular resolution, and these managed to reach the level of significant visual benefits.
The distribution of scores (see Figure 6 ) reveals that for all 3 transitions, the comparison score Slightly better (32%) was used the most frequently to describe the change in the smoothness of horizontal parallax, followed by Same (25%) and Better (22%), making these the dominant ratings at this degree of angular resolution. Practically, nearly 60% of the scores of the test participants reflected a level of perceptual improvement regarding the parallax effect.
We conclude that reducing the spatial resolution of the source content at this angular resolution can have a positive effect on the perceived parallax effect, as the spatial resolution degradation lessens the observability of the investigated visual phenomena (e.g., crosstalk effect). 
30 source views
For the comparison of the highest spatial resolutions, the scores obtained at 30 source views (see Figure 7) show further increase compared to the previously detailed cases of angular resolution, and scoring is statistically indifferent (one-way ANOVA, post-hoc Tukey HSD test, Bonferroni comparison) for all 3 comparisons. Yet these means are lower than initially expected.
The results suggest that the visual benefit at hand is not a clear one-way function; one could think that the lower the angular resolution is, the more spatial resolution reduction can improve its perception. Theoretically yes, that would be the case, however, such low levels of angular resolution also affect the capability to distinguish changes in general. Stimulus C of the research can easily portray this (see Figure 4 ), as the model itself became difficult to recognize when the rendered content was converted and visualized on the light field display. Still, such reduction in source spatial resolution may indeed have its benefits.
As there is an increase of comparison scores for the first comparison but a decrease for the second and the third, we can see a slight realignment (0.5 shift to the left) in the distribution (see Figure 8 ). Regarding negative scores in general (which mean degradations in the perception of horizontal parallax), they are present at all 3 angular resolutions, and always around the same extent (17-19%) . There were certain test participants who did not find spatial resolution reduction beneficial in the aspect of angular resolution, and found the additional blur bothersome, resulting in negative assessment.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced our research results on how the reduction of source content spatial resolution affects the perception of the parallax effect. Our results indicate that such transition can be beneficial, and that the highest amount of improvement can be obtained at an angular resolution of 1 source view per degree. We found that switching between high spatial resolutions does not make a significant difference at sufficiently high angular resolutions, and that such switching may have similar effects as switching between lower resolutions, if the angular resolution is low. The obtained scores had rating distributions centered on 0 in case of 135 source views (no difference), 1 in case of 45 source views (slight improvement) and 0.5 in case of 30 source views (between the two).
The research only investigated one component of the overall user experience. However, this single component is a critical one in the subjective evaluation of light field visualization. In case the perceived degradations caused by blur of lower angular resolution do not affect QoE more in a negative way than the positive effect on the smoothness of the horizontal motion parallax, the global QoE would not be reduced, yet the required unconverted data would be less. In future works, we aim to use the gathered knowledge on the perceived quality of light field visualization to support new transmission protocols for light field content delivery, especially dynamic adaptive streaming.
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